Deacon John R. Menz, Jr.
60 Stoughton
Quincy.

Street

MA 02_ 69

61 7-472-3735
Pager 781 -649-9382

To:

Reverend Charles Higgins

October

18, 2001

Saint Maw of The Assumption
5 Linden Place
8rookline,

MA 02445-7311

617-746-_t

Re:

50

Report of possible

abuse

Dear Father Higgins,
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issues are:
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at Fr Thomas

policy and in justice

whileFr.

friend.

to the ten a.m. mass at Our Lady of Good
Parish) in Quincy. When they made eye

It is with great sadness that l report
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a younger

with this issue psychologically

out of the country

our parish from the emergency

have been directed
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My pastor is Fr. Mike Kearney who is currently
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and their two infant children followed
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and
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the same to protect
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Counsel Church (St. Elizabeth AnnSeton

Thomas
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the incident

a close and trusted

the priest her father would allegedly
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having ser!o',s

The issue was

took place some years ago.

The priest was apparently

period of time.
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would

to see me on this date.

response

on vacation.

team.

Fr.

These
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this alleged incident

for all concerned
1. uncomfortable

to you.

In keeping

with

I seek your advice in this matter.
worshipping

Forry is there, 2. she feels he should

at OLGC the next two
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to preside
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parish setting to protect other children.,

3. possible counseling for the alleged victim

(her sister-in-law) and maybe ocher family members including her husband, her
brother-in-law, and their parents.
The alleged incident was reported to me by
They reside at

Her husband is "II_
Their phone number

Is _l_lt
My vacation address in Aruba is:

La Cabana Resort
US/Can phone: 800-835-71 93
Aruba phone: 011-297-8-79000
Fax 212-476-9467
Room _number 130B owner AI Sallese
Vacation dates 10/20/01 -I 0/28/01
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